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We believe in miracles.  
We believe in the boundless potential of human imagination.  

We believe in a future pushing the limits of what is possible. We are proud 
to be trend creators and the first choice for those with exquisite taste 

thanks to the best of our products. 

For those who know that nothing is impossible.

 

For you.

Roman Pirnar 
owner and CEO, Pirnar d. o. o.
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PIRNAR PREMIUM
StUNNINg MAStERPIEcES

Certain things need no introduction. The Pirnar 
Premium entrance is one of them. Breathing life into 
the building, its refined lines are to the home what eyes 
are to the face. They afford it character and depth, and 
elicit respect and awe. Pirnar Premium entrances shine 
due to the carefully thought-out combinations of ma-
terials, patterns and details that will please the eye for 
decades. Matte or polished smooth stainless steel, alu-

minium and sophisticated wood with up to four sheets 
of glass call out to you to touch them and feel their 
strength and elegance. 

Pirnar Premium entrances are stunning handmade 
masterpieces, made to captivate, and to be admired 
and touched. 
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Your home is a temple. It deserves to be secured by a 
sturdy, wonderfully elegant entrance. An entrance that 
reveals who you are through its shapes, materials and 
innovative features. Premium knows how to impress. It 
reflects beauty, perfection and exceptionality … as well 
as endurance, determination and courage. The Premium 
entrance is impossible to miss during the day but its 
special lighting attracts even more attention at night. 
When you return home tired at the end of the day, a 

mere glance at the elegant shapes, accented by the soft 
discreet lighting, is relaxing in and of itself. 

You will not be the only one enjoying the beauty of the 
entrance. It will make visitors admire your home. And 
your sense of style.

BE AdMIREd.
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RUthlESS 
PREcISIoN.
Pirnar Premium entrances are strangers to 
compromise. Every component fits together 
with unparalleled precision. Joints, gaps, surface 
machining, solid construction and sophisticated 
equipment – every millimetre counts as a stepping 
stone to perfection. Perfection that took thousands 
of hours of development, design and exquisite 
processing. Every Pirnar entrance is the fruit of 
many years of hard work and experience gathered 
by our experts.

Every Pirnar Premium entrance that leaves our 
production line is proof of what human hands and 
minds can achieve. Proof that excellence is thought-
out and planned rather than an accident. We know 
no other way. You deserve a masterpiece in your 
home.
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No one notices average entrances or average people. 
Pirnar Premium entrances are more than just doors; 
they are attractive design icons you can imbue with 
character. The wide selection of tailor-made details 
allows you to create your own signature piece with 
a unique combination of colour, materials, handles, 
motifs and surface finishes, as well as your personal 
touch. All models can be equipped with a fingerprint 
scanner and LED lighting. This incredible array of 
combinations and possibilities allows you to create 
an entrance entirely in line with your wishes and 
needs.

You are one of a kind. So is your home. Let the 
entrance show that to the world.

ShowcASE yoUR 
UNIqUENESS.
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yoU ARE oN 
thE SAfE 
SIdE.

Pirnar Premium is a worry-free entrance. Those up to 
no good stand no chance against this sturdy and re-
liable multi-layer structure or the multi-point safety 
lock with two strong hooks. All Pirnar entrances in 
the series has an option to get a certificate for the 
anti-burglary protection class RC2 (WK2). It is hard 
to believe that a solid structure made of durable ma-
terials like this can be so elegant and easy on the 
eyes – this is just one of the winning characteristics 
of Pirnar Premium entrances.

The sturdiness of Premium entrances is a message to 
all who dare approach: this home is completely secure 
and fully protected. It is the home of the fearless. Of 
people who know their worth and respect themselves.

burglary resistant 
certificate

RC2
(WK2)
ift rosenheim
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SPECIAL

LED
ILLUMINATION
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It’S yoUR 
tIME to 
ShINE.

Not everyone can be a shining example to others. You 

are. You are an example of what you can achieve in 

life. You are proof that having a vision, courage and 

perseverance allows you to tackle all obstacles and 

create light where there was once darkness.

Such as with Pirnar entrances. When they light up, it 

looks like magic. The night is no longer the dark part 

of the day, it is instead a lightshow that does not end 

until morning. A handle with enigmatic illumination, 

abundant light decor on the door itself, a softly lit 

doorstep. The awe never ends. The entrance – no, the 

home itself – comes alive.

Your home is now warm, inviting, comfortable and 

safe. Shine like a star!
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1000 - 1300 mm 1000 - 1300 mm

PREMIUM
gRANdE A

PREMIUM
gRANdE B

1000 - 1250 mm

gRANdE.  
foR thE 
gRANd.

Models, suitable for higher dimensions.  
Option GRANDE is available for the ALUMINIUM entrances.

Sometimes size does matter. 

Spacious rooms with high ceilings, majestic villas, castles 
and masterpieces of modern architecture cannot be fitted 
with a run-of-the-mill entrance. And some simply refuse 
to have a regular-sized entrance. A select number of Pirnar 
Premium entrances can be produced as Grande entrances, 
measuring up to 300 cm in height and 280 cm in width. 
Along with side elements, they create an impression of 
breath-taking grandeur.

Grande is a world of unparalleled elegance. It is an en-
trance for spaces and people that are larger than life. When 
size matters, choose Pirnar GRANDE.
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oUtSIdE NoISE 
ShoUld StAy 
oUtSIdE.

Your home is your oasis. It deserves respect. Having 
invested so much time, thought, energy, love and 
expectations in it, it is your most precious place. The 
home is more than just a space, it is also the feeling 
of peacefulness, quiet and tranquillity. Without it, 
it just does not feel quite like home. Outside noise 
is an unwanted intruder – as are all the worries we 
bring home from the world.

That is why Pirnar entrances are soundproof. Several 
layers of natural materials such as aluminium, wood 
and glass provide protection that keeps the street, 
vehicles and neighbours from entering your home. 
Pirnar Premium entrances will keep everyday noise 
– along with everyday worries – firmly outside.
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RElAxINg 
wARMth.

Feeling at home is priceless and cannot be bought. 
The warmth of a home is something we create with 
our nearest and dearest in the intimate settings of 
our homes. As for the warmth produced by heating, 
that is something we can prevent from escaping.

This is an area in which Pirnar Premium can hardly 
be matched, thanks to the excellent heat conducti-
vity ratio of a mere 0.61 W/m2K. This is made possi-
ble by the four layers of glass, the quadruple sealing 
and a truly remarkable width. Pirnar Premium en-
trances will never let you down. They will keep your 
home warm on the inside and elegant and admired 
on the outside. Which is the least someone like you 
deserves. 
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OPTICOpure
PREMIUM OPTICO PURE is the most 

serene part of the Premium line. Stylish 

and meditative, pure and free of any 

superfluous details. It is a symbol of a 

house ruled by inner peace and balance. 

By looking at it, you will be reminded 

every day that you are coming from hectic 

chaos into the quiet sanctuary of your 

family home.
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ALU  |  WOOD-ALU

Colour FS 7016  + ESG 
glass with grooves NIGHT 
STORM GLOSS outside

Stainless steel application outside

Handle with LED illumination 
9606FL 

Arte finger scanner in the 
handle with EAV3 lock 6354

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6444 matte

6006

ALU

Colour of wood decor BLACK OAK

Handle 9610

Arte finger scanner with 
EAV3 lock 6354

Satinato glass

6013
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ALU  |  WOOD-ALU  |  WOOD  

Wood - OAK E120*

Stainless steel application outside 

Handle 9606

Stainless steel protective trim 
6444 matte 

Grooves outside

Sidelights: clear glass 
motif sandblasted

6007

*Variations in colour are possible due to the 
technical printing processes.
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Excellent handle  
with opening  
function

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU  |  WOOD

Colour 90147

Application outside in the 
ESG glass NIGHT SKY GLOSS

Handle with LED 
illumination 9605FL

Arte finger scanner in the 
handle with EAV3 lock 6354

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6444 matte

Grooves outside

Sidelights: clear glass 
motif sandblasted

6005

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU

Colour FS 7016 + ESG glass with 
grooves NIGHT SKY GLOSS outside

Handle with LED 
illumination 9606FL

Arte finger scanner in the 
handle with EAV3 lock 6354

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6444 matte

6009
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ALU  |  WOOD-ALU

Colour 80077

Handle 9619

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6444L matte with 
threshold illumination

Sidelight: clear glass fully sandblasted

6017

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU

Colour 80077

Handle 9619

Clear glass motif sandblasted

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6444L matte with 
threshold illumination

6019
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ALU  |  WOOD-ALU

Colour 90146

Handle with LED illumination 9619L

Clear glass motif sandblasted

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6444 matte 

6018

The handle as the dominant element.
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PIRNAR  
OneTouch® handle.

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU 

Colour FS 9005 + ESG glass DARK 
GREY with black motif outside

Parsol Grey glass inside

OneTouch handle with LED 
illumination 9623FL 
 

Arte finger scanner in the 
handle with EAV3 lock 6354

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6445L glossy with 
threshold illumination

6022
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ALU  |  WOOD-ALU  |  WOOD   

Wood - OAK E110*

Clear glass fully sandblasted

OneTouch handle with 
LED illumination 9673L

Scratch protection 6020 glossy 
with LED illumination, prepared for 
Arte finger scanner 

Arte finger scanner with 
EAV3 lock 6354

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6445L glossy with 
threshold illumination

6021

*Variations in colour are possible due to the 
technical printing processes.

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU

Colour FS 7016 + ESG glass 
NIGHT STORM MATTE outside

OneTouch handle with 
LED illumination 9623L

Scratch protection 6016 glossy 
with LED illumination, prepared for 
Arte finger scanner 

Arte finger scanner with 
EAV3 lock 6354

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6445L glossy with 
threshold illumination

6024
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ALU  |  WOOD-ALU  |  WOOD 

Colour 90147

Clear glass motif sandblasted

OneTouch handle with LED 
illumination 9623FL 
 

Arte finger scanner in the 
handle with EAV3 lock 6354

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6445L glossy with 
threshold illumination

6023

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU  |  WOOD

Colour 70105

Handle 3232F

Arte finger scanner in the  
handle with EAV3 lock 6354 
 

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6444 matte 

Grooves outside

Sidelights: clear glass 
motif sandblasted

6011
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ALU  |  WOOD-ALU

Colour FS 7016 + ESG glass 
with grooves AFRICAN 
MYSTERY MATTE outside

Handle with LED illumination  
9613FL 
 

Arte finger scanner in the 
handle with EAV3 lock 6354

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6444 matte 

Sidelights: Parsol brown 
glass motif sandblasted

6010

LED illumination and  
Arte finger scanner,  
hidden in the handle.
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ALU  |  WOOD-ALU

Colour 80077

Handle with LED illumination 9602L

Scratch protection 6016 glossy 
with LED illumination, prepared for 
Arte finger scanner 

Arte finger scanner with 
EAV3 lock 6354

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6445 glossy 

Sidelight: clear glass fully sandblasted 

6014

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU  |  WOOD 

Colour FS OXYDE 4

Handle 3226

ESG glass with black motif outside 

Satinato glass

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6444 matte 

6012
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Sunken pull handle,  
no visible joints and  
steinless steel detail

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU

Colour 90147

Handle 9602

Arte finger scanner with 
EAV3 lock 6354

Satinato glass

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6445 glossy 

6015

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU

Colour FS 7016

Handle 9602

Arte finger scanner with 
EAV3 lock 6354

Clear glass motif sandblasted

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6445 glossy

6016
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OPTICO
PREMIUM OPTICO is a 

contemporary part of the Premium 

line. Sometimes it is playful, 

sometimes refinedly elegant, yet 

always fresh and in the spirit of 

time. One look and one touch will be 

enough and you will wish to open it 

every day. Premium Optico will amaze 

you with masterful craftsmanship 

and universal beauty that will make 

every home more precious.
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ALU  |  WOOD-ALU  |  WOOD 

Colour 90147

ESG glass with black motif outside

Clear glass fully sandblasted

Handle 9628 
 

Arte finger scanner with 
EAV3 lock 6354

Stainless steel decorative 
element 6438

0180

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU  |  WOOD 

Wood - OAK E140*

ESG glass DARK GREY with 
black motif outside

Clear glass 
 

Handle 9629

Arte finger scanner with 
EAV3 lock 6354

Stainless steel decorative 
element 6438

0170

*Variations in colour are possible due to the 
technical printing processes.
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ALU

Colour FS 9016

Handle with LED 
illumination 3238FL 

Arte finger scanner in the handle 
with EAV3 lock 6354 
 

Satinato glass

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6444L matte with 
threshold illumination

Groove outside

1350

0140

1971

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU  |  WOOD 

Wood - LARCH L130*

ESG glass with black motif outside 

Clear glass motif sandblasted

Handle 3248F

Arte finger scanner in the 
handle with EAV3 lock 6354

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6203 matte 

Grooves outside

*Variations in colour are possible due to the 
technical printing processes.

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU  |  WOOD 

Colour 70105

ESG glass with black motif outside 

Clear glass motif sandblasted

Handle 3010

Arte finger scanner with 
EAV3 lock 6354

LED illumination under 
the handle 6273/4

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6203 matte 

Sidelights: clear glass 
motif sandblasted
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0130

1960

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU  |  WOOD 

Colour RAL 9007

ESG glass with black motif outside 

Clear glass motif sandblasted

Handle 9202

Arte finger scanner with 
EAV3 lock 6354

Stainless steel protective trim 
6203L with LED illumination

Grooves outside

Stainless steel application 
outside /4

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU  |  WOOD 

Colour 80077

ESG glass with black motif outside 

Clear glass motif sandblasted

Handle 9202

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6203 matte 

Grooves outside
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1991

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU  |  WOOD 

Wood - LARCH L120*

ESG glass with black motif outside 

Satinato glass 
 

Handle 9201

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6203 matte 

Groove outside

*Variations in colour are possible due to the 
technical printing processes.
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1667

1665

ALU

Colour FS 9005

ESG glass DARK GREY with 
black motif outside

Parsol grey glass inside

Additional paint outside  
BLACK OAK

Handle 3238

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6444L matte with 
threshold illumination

3D relief 'Wave'

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU

Colour of wood decor BLACK OAK

Handle 3238

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6444 matte 

3D relief 'Wave'

Wood decor CHERRY in 
3D relief "Wave"
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1015

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU

Colour 80077

Handle with LED 
illumination 3238FL

Arte finger scanner in the handle 
with EAV3 lock 6354 

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6444 matte 

3D relief "Elipse"

Sidelights: clear glass 
motif sandblasted
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01671020

ALU

Colour FS 9016

Handle 9002

Satinato glass

Grooves outside

ALU

Colour 80077

Additional paint 
outside 90147

Handle with LED 
illumination 9209L

Arte finger scanner  
with EAV3 lock 6354 

Satinato glass

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6444 matte 

3D relief "Dune"
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1040 1641

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU  |  WOOD 

Wood - OAK E130*

Clear glass motif sandblasted

OneTouch handle with LED 
illumination 9673FL 

Arte finger scanner in the 
handle with EAV3 lock 6354

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6445L glossy with 
threshold illumination

*Variations in colour are possible due to the technical printing processes.

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU  |  WOOD 

Wood OAK Astig - oiled NAVARRA*

Door leaf horizontal veneered

OneTouch handle with LED 
illumination 9623FL

Arte finger scanner in the handle 
with EAV3 lock 6354 

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6445L glossy with 
threshold illumination

Grooves outside

*Variations in colour are possible due to the technical printing processes.
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Elegant outside handle round-shaped

1662

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU

Colour 80077

Handle 6059

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6444 matte 

Groove outside

Stainless steel application outside
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Discreetly designed 
handle with a 
touch of luxury

1860

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU  |  WOOD 

Colour 70105

Additional paint outside 70161

Handle with LED 
illumination 9614FL

Arte finger scanner in the handle 
with EAV3 lock 6354 
 

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6266 matte 

Grooves outside

Sidelights: clear glass 
motif sandblasted

1950

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU  |  WOOD

Colour 80077

Additional paint outside 90147

Handle with LED 
illumination 9613FL

Arte finger scanner in the 
handle with EAV3 lock 6354

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6444 matte 

Grooves outside

Sidelights: clear glass 
motif sandblasted
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Perfect design of the handle offers comfort and solid grip.

0160

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU  |  WOOD

Colour 80077

Additional paint outside  
FS QUARZ 2

Clear glass motif sandblasted

Handle 9202

Arte finger scanner with EAV3  
lock 6354 

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6444 matte

Grooves outside

Stainless steel application 
outside /4
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1900

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU  |  WOOD 

Colour 90147

Additional paint outside  
FS QUARZ 2

Handle 9208 
 

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6203 matte 

Grooves outside

Sidelights: clear glass 
motif sandblasted

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU  |  WOOD

Wood - SPRUCE F130*

Handle 3216

Arte finger scanner with 
EAV3 lock 6354

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6203 matte 

Grooves outside

Stainless steel application 
outside /7

Sidelights: clear glass 
motif sandblasted

1140

*Variations in colour are possible due to the 
technical printing processes.

1661

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU  |  WOOD

Wood - LARCH L120*

Handle with LED 
illumination 9618FL

Arte finger scanner in the 
handle with EAV3 lock 6354

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6444 matte 

Stainless steel application 
outside / 5

*Variations in colour are possible due to the 
technical printing processes.
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1850

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU  |  WOOD

Colour of wood decor OREGON

Peephole 6202

Handle 3016

Stainless steel protective trim 
6203L with LED illumination

Grooves outside

1010

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU  |  WOOD

Colour 90147

Handle 3016

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6444 matte 

1001

ALU

Colour 90146

Clear glass motif sandblasted

Handle 3210-45

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6444 matte 

Sidelights: clear glass 
motif sandblasted

1002

ALU

Colour 80077

Clear glass motif sandblasted

Handle 3206-45

Arte finger scanner with 
EAV3 lock 6354

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6444 matte 

Sidelights: clear glass 
motif sandblasted
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ALU  |  WOOD-ALU  |  WOOD 

Colour FS 9016

Clear glass motif sandblasted

Handle 3248

Keypad on the door frame 6279A 

Stainless steel protective trim 
6203L with LED illumination

Grooves outside

Sidelights: clear glass 
motif sandblasted

1033

1031

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU  |  WOOD

Colour FS 9016

Clear glass motif sandblasted

Handle 3008

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6203 matte 

Grooves outside

2341

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU  |  WOOD

Colour FS 9016

Clear glass motif sandblasted

Handle 3004

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6203 matte 

Stainless steel glass frame

Sidelights: clear glass 
motif sandblasted
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1671

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU  |  WOOD

Colour 70161

Satinato glass motif sandblasted

Handle 3236F

Arte finger scanner in the 
handle with EAV3 lock 6354

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6203 matte 

0141

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU  |  WOOD

Colour 70105

Additional paint outside BLACK OAK

Clear glass motif sandblasted

Handle 3010

Arte finger scanner with 
EAV3 lock 6354

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6203 matte 

Sidelights: clear glass 
motif sandblasted

The keypad – for safe and easy opening.
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1050

ALU

Colour 80077

Satinato glass

Handle with LED 
illumination 3236FL

Arte finger scanner in the handle 
with EAV3 lock 6354 

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6444 matte 

Aluminium application outside

1081

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU  |  WOOD

Colour 70105

Clear glass motif sandblasted

Handle 3008

Arte finger scanner with 
EAV3 lock 6354

Stainless steel protective trim 
6203L with LED illumination

Grooves outside

Sidelights: clear glass 
motif sandblasted

2380

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU  |  WOOD

Colour 70105

Clear glass motif sandblasted

Handle 3006

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6203 matte 

Grooves outside

Stainless steel glass frame

Sidelights: clear glass 
motif sandblasted
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1840

1131

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU  |  WOOD

Colour 70105

Clear glass motif sandblasted

Handle 3234F

Arte finger scanner in the 
handle with EAV3 lock 6354

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6203 matte 

Stainless steel application 
outside /2

Sidelights: clear glass 
motif sandblasted

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU  |  WOOD

Colour FS QUARZ 1

Clear glass motif sandblasted

Handle 3006

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6203 matte 

Grooves outside 0100

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU  |  WOOD

Colour 90147

Additional paint outside FS 9016

Clear glass motif sandblasted

Handle 3228

Arte finger scanner with EAV3  
lock 6354 
 

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6203 matte 

Grooves outside

Sidelights: clear glass 
motif sandblasted

P R e m I u m  o p t i c o 4545
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LED illumination in protective trim

1885

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU  |  WOOD

Colour RAL 9007

Additional paint outside 70105

Clear glass motif sandblasted

Handle 9007

Arte finger scanner with 
EAV3 lock 6354

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6203 matte 

Grooves outside

Sidelights: clear glass 
motif sandblasted

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU  |  WOOD

Colour 70105

Additional paint outside 
GOLDEN OAK

Clear glass motif sandblasted

Handle 3008

Arte finger scanner with 
EAV3 lock 6354

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6266 matte 

Grooves outside

Sidelights: clear glass 
motif sandblasted

1882

P R e m I u m  o p t i c o4646
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ALU  |  WOOD-ALU  |  WOOD

Colour 70105

Clear glass motif sandblasted

Handle 3008

Arte finger scanner with 
EAV3 lock 6354

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6266 matte 

Grooves outside

Stainless steel glass frame

Sidelights: clear glass 
motif sandblasted

2521

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU  |  WOOD

Colour 70105

Satinato glass

Handle 3004

Arte finger scanner with 
EAV3 lock 6354

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6203 matte 

Grooves outside

Stainless steel glass frame

LED illumination 6273 / 3

2480

1110

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU  |  WOOD

Colour 70105

Clear glass fully sandblasted

Handle 9002

Arte finger scanner with 
EAV3 lock 6354

Stainless steel protective trim 
6203L with LED illumination 

Grooves outside

Stainless steel application 
outside /7

Sidelights: clear glass 
motif sandblasted

P R e m I u m  o p t i c o 4747
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1673

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU  |  WOOD

Colour FS 8019

Clear glass motif sandblasted

Handle with LED 
illumination 3232FL

Arte finger scanner in the handle 
with EAV3 lock 6354 

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6203 matte 

Sidelights: clear glass 
motif sandblasted

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU  |  WOOD

Colour 80077

Clear glass fully sandblasted

Handle 9004

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6444 matte

LED illumination under 
the handle 6273 / 4

Sidelights: clear glass 
motif sandblasted

1401

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU  |  WOOD

Colour FS OXYDE 4

Satinato glass motif sandblasted 
and glass decor (clear) outside /4

Handle 3016

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6203 matte 

Grooves outside

Stainless steel application 
outside /4

Sidelight: saatinato glass 
motif sandblasted

1700

P R e m I u m  o p t i c o4848
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1821

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU  |  WOOD

Wood - SPRUCE F140*

Satinato glass motif sandblasted

Handle 9002

Stainless steel protective trim 
6203L with LED illumination

Grooves outside

Sidelights: saatinato glass 
motif sandblasted

1791

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU  |  WOOD

Colour 70105

Clear glass motif sandblasted

Handle 3230

Arte finger scanner with 
EAV3 lock 6354

Stainless steel protective trim 
6203L with LED illumination

Sidelights: clear glass 
motif sandblasted

1682

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU  |  WOOD

Colour 70105

Clear glass motif sandblasted

Handle 3256F

Arte finger scanner in the handle 
with EAV3 lock 6354 
 

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6203 matte 

Grooves outside

LED illumination under 
the handle 6273 /4

*Variations in colour are possible due to the 
technical printing processes.

P R e m I u m  o p t i c o 4949
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0120

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU  |  WOOD

Colour 70105

Additional paint outside 70161

Clear glass motif sandblasted

Handle 9204

Arte finger scanner with EAV3 
lock 6354 
 
 

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6266 matte 

Grooves outside

Stainless steel application 
outside /4

LED illumination 6273 /4 

Sidelights: clear glass 
motif sandblasted

1370

ALU

Colour FS 9016

Additional paint outside RAL 9007

Satinato glass motif 
sandblasted + fused glass + 
glass application (clear) /3

Handle 1442

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6203 matte 

Grooves outside

Stainless steel application 
outside /1

Stainless steel element outside /2

A special designed handle  
gives the door a touch of power.

P R e m I u m  o p t i c o5050
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1711

ALU

Colour 90146

Additional paint outside 90147

Satinato glass motif sandblasted

Handle 3008

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6203 matte 

Grooves outside

Stainless steel application 
outside /4

1920

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU  |  WOOD

Colour 70105

Additional paint outside 
FS QUARZ 2

Clear glass motif sandblasted

Handle 9105

Arte finger scanner with 
EAV3 lock 6354

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6203 matte 

Grooves outside

Sidelights: clear glass 
motif sandblasted

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU  |  WOOD

Colour 90146

Additional paint outside 80077

Clear glass motif sandblasted

Handle 3246F

Arte finger scanner in the handle 
with EAV3 lock 6354 

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6203 matte 

Grooves outside

Sidelights: clear glass 
motif sandblasted

1970

P R e m I u m  o p t i c o 5151
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A glass motif is a result of lenses and 
an accessory from fused glass.

1980

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU

Colour 80077

Additional paint outside  
FS QUARZ 2

Clear glass motif sandblasted 
+ fused glass + glass 
application (clear) /3

Handle 9106 
 

Arte finger scanner with 
EAV3 lock 6354

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6203 matte 

Grooves outside

Sidelights: clear glass 
motif sandblasted

P R e m I u m  o p t i c o5252
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1621

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU

Colour 80077

Additional paint outside 
FS QUARZ 2

Satinato glass motif 
sandblasted and glass 
application (clear) outside /5 

Handle 3008

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6203 matte 

Grooves outside

Stainless steel application 
outside /3

1571

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU

Colour FS 9016

Satinato glass motif sandblasted 
and glass decor (clear) outside /3

Handle 3008

Stainless steel protective trim 
6203L with LED illumination

Grooves outside

2501

1720

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU

Colour 70105 

Additional paint outside 
3003 matte

Satinato glass motif 
sandblasted and glass 
application (red) outside /4 

Handle 9103

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6203 matte 

Groove outside

Sidelights: satinato glass 
motif sandblasted and glass 
application (red) outside /3

ALU

Colour 70161

Additional paint outside FS 9016

Clear glass motif sandblasted

Handle 3004

Stainless steel protective trim 
6203L with LED illumination

Grooves outside

Stainless steel glass frame

Sidelight: clear glass 
motif sandblasted

P R e m I u m  o p t i c o 5353
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ALU  |  WOOD-ALU

Colour RAL 9007

Additional paint outside 70105

Clear glass motif sandblasted

Handle 9104

Arte finger scanner with EAV3  
lock 6354 
 

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6203 matte 

Grooves outside

Sidelights: clear glass 
motif sandblasted

1890

2311

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU

Colour 70105

Clear glass motif sandblasted

Handle 3008

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6203 matte 

Grooves outside

Stainless steel glass frame

Sidelight: clear glass 
motif sandblasted

With respect to your home.

P R e m I u m  o p t i c o5454
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ALU  |  WOOD-ALU

Colour 70161

Satinato glass motif sandblasted

Handle 3133

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6203 matte 

Grooves outside

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU

Colour 70105

Additional paint outside RAL 9007

Clear glass motif sandblasted

Handle 9101

Arte finger scanner with 
EAV3 lock 6354

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6203 matte 

Grooves outside

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU

Colour 70105

Additional paint outside RAL 9007

Clear glass motif sandblasted 
and glass application 
outside (clear) /4

Handle 9102

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6203 matte 

Grooves outside

Sidelights: clear glass 
motif sandblasted

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU

Colour 70105

Additional paint outside 70161

Clear glass motif sandblasted

Handle 3258F

Arte finger scanner in the 
handle with EAV3 lock 6354

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6203 matte 

Grooves outside

LED illumination 6273 /4

Sidelights: clear glass 
motif sandblasted

1340

1915 1631

0111
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clASSIco
A home with a respectable age and 

a romantic touch of the past needs 

something special. PREMIUM 
CLASSICO, with its timeless 

beauty, perfectly matches a facade 

of a bygone age. Every Classico door 

ornament is poetry, worth viewing at 

length and with respect, the same as 

your home.

P R e m I u m  c l a s s i c o5656



3320

3330

ALU

Colour 90146

Stained glass with motif

Grooves outside "Rhombus"

Handle 3258

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6444 matte 

ALU

Colour 80077

Stained glass with motif

Grooves outside "Rhombus"

Handle 3238

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6444 matte 3310

ALU

Colour FS 9016

Grooves outside "Rhombus"

Handle 3232

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6444 matte 

Electronic peephole 6277

P R e m I u m  c l a s s i c o 5757



3270

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU

Colour FS 8019

Clear glass motif sandblasted

Handle in gold effect 3034G

Protective trim in gold effect 6203G

Alu glass frame on both sides* 

Alu decoration only 
outside (flower) /1

Sidelights: clear glass 
motif sandblasted

*in wood-alu version only outside

The glass in all Classico models has a rustic 
aluminium frame.

P R e m I u m  c l a s s i c o5858
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3250

3260

3280

3110

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU

Colour 80077

Clear glass motif sandblasted

Handle 3006

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6203 matte 

Alu glass frame on both sides* 

Alu decoration only outside /2  

Alu decorative frame 
only outside /1

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU

Colour VERDE 40

Knocker 6254

Peephole 6202

Handle 3002

Stainless steel application 
outside (house number) 7564

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6203 matte 

Alu decorative frame 
only outside /2

Alu decoration only outside /2

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU

Colour 90147

Clear glass motif sandblasted

Handle 3056

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6203 matte 

Alu glass frame on both sides*

Alu decorative frame 
only outside /1

Alu decoration only outside /2

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU

Colour FS 9016

Clear glass motif sandblasted

Handle 3132

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6203 matte 

Grooves outside

Alu glass frame on both sides*

Alu decorative frame 
only outside /1

*in wood-alu version only outside *in wood-alu version only outside

*in wood-alu version only outside

P R e m I u m  c l a s s i c o 5959
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3141

3200

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU

Colour FS 9016

Stained glass with motif

Handle 3004

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6203 matte 

Grooves outside

Alu glass frame on both sides*

Alu decorative frame 
only outside /1

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU

Colour VERDE 40

Knocker 6254

Peephole 6202

Handle 3002

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6203 matte 

Grooves outside

Alu decorative frame 
only outside /2

Alu decoration only outside /2

*in wood-alu version only outside

P R e m I u m  c l a s s i c o6060
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3050

3121

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU

Colour FS 9016

Engraved satinato glass 
motif sandblasted

Handle in bronze effect 3034B

Protective trim in bronze 
effect 6203B

Grooves outside

Alu glass frame on both sides*

Alu decorative frame 
only outside /1

Sidelights: engraved satinato 
glass motif sandblasted

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU

Colour MARRONE 10

Stained glass with motif

Handle 3004

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6203 matte 

Grooves outside

Alu glass frame on both sides*

Alu decorative frame 
only outside /1

Alu decoration only outside /1

*in wood-alu version only outside

*in wood-alu version only outside

P R e m I u m  c l a s s i c o 6161
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3210

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU

Colour 80077

Stained glass with motif

Handle 3052

Stainless steel protective trim 
6203 matte  

Alu glass frame on both sides*

Alu decorative frame 
only outside /2

Alu decoration only outside /2

*in wood-alu version only outside

P R e m I u m  c l a s s i c o6262
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ALU  |  WOOD-ALU

Colour of wood decor GOLDEN OAK

Stained glass with motif

Handle 3056

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6203 matte 

Alu glass frame on both sides*

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU

Colour 70105

Satinato glass motif sandblasted 
and glass decor (clear) outside /8

Handle 3004

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6203 matte 

Alu glass frame on both sides*

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU

Colour VERDE 40

Stained glass with motif

Handle in gold effect 3004G

Protective trim in gold effect 6203G

Alu glass frame on both sides*

Alu decorative frame 
only outside /2

Alu decoration only outside /2

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU

Colour 90147

Clear glass motif sandblasted

Handle 3132

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6203 matte 

Alu glass frame on both sides*

Alu decorative frame 
only outside /2

Alu decoration only outside /3

*in wood-alu version only outside

*in wood-alu version only outside

*in wood-alu version only outside

*in wood-alu version only outside

3130

3100

3240

3220

P R e m I u m  c l a s s i c o 6363
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3290

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU

Colour 90147

Stained glass with motif

Handle in bronze effect 3006B

Protective trim in bronze effect 
6203B 

Grooves outside

Solid alu decorative frame outside

P R e m I u m  c l a s s i c o6464
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3145

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU

Colour MARRONE 10

Clear glass motif sandblasted

Handle 3034

Stainless steel protective trim 
6203 matte  

Alu glass frame on both sides*

Alu decorative frame 
only outside /1

Alu decoration only outside /1

*in wood-alu version only outside

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU

Colour VERDE 40

Stained glass with motif

Handle 3132

Stainless steel protective trim 
6203 matte 
 

 

Grooves outside

Alu glass frame on both sides*

Alu decorative frame 
only outside /1

Sidelights: stained glass with 
motif and glazing bars

*in wood-alu version only outside

3142

P R e m I u m  c l a s s i c o 6565
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3031

30803015

3042

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU

Colour FS 9016

Clear glass motif sandblasted

Handle 3006

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6203 matte 

Grooves outside

Alu glass frame on both sides*

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU

Colour 80077

Clear glass motif sandblasted

Handle 3034

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6203 matte 

Grooves outside

Alu glass frame on both sides*

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU

Colour FS 9016

Clear glass motif sandblasted

Handle 3024

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6203 matte 

Grooves outside

Alu glass frame on both sides* 

Sidelights: clear glass 
motif sandblasted

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU

Colour FS 9016

Clear glass motif sandblasted

Handle in gold effect 3006G

Protective trim in gold effect 6203G

Grooves outside

Alu glass frame on both sides*

*in wood-alu version only outside

*in wood-alu version only outside

*in wood-alu version only outside

*in wood-alu version only outside

P R e m I u m  c l a s s i c o6666
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3300

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU

Colour 80077

Clear glass motif 
sandblasted

Handle 3006 
 

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6203 matte 

Grooves outside

Solid alu decorative 
frame outside

P R e m I u m  c l a s s i c o 6767
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ALU  |  WOOD-ALU

Colour of wood decor 
GOLDEN OAK

Clear glass motif sandblasted

Handle 3132

Stainless steel application 
outside (house number) 7564 
 

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6203 matte 

Alu glass frame on 
both sides*

Alu decorative frame only 
outside /2 
 

Alu decoration only outside /2

Sidelights: clear glass 
motif sandblasted

*in wood-alu version only outside

3170

P R e m I u m  c l a s s i c o6868
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ALU  |  WOOD-ALU

Colour FS 9016

Clear glass motif sandblasted

Handle in bronze effect 3004B

Protective trim in bronze 
effect 6203B

Alu glass frame on both sides*

Alu decorative frame 
only outside /2

Alu decoration only outside /2

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU

Colour FS 9016

Stained glass with motif

Handle 3002

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6203 matte 

Alu glass frame on both sides*

Alu decorative frame 
only outside /2

Alu decoration only outside /2

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU

Colour MARRONE 10

Stained glass with motif

Handle 3056

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6203 matte 

Alu glass frame on both sides*

Alu decorative frame 
only outside /2

Alu decoration only outside /2

ALU  |  WOOD-ALU

Colour 90147

Stained glass with motif

Handle 3002

Stainless steel application 
outside (house number) 7564

Stainless steel protective 
trim 6203 matte 

Alu glass frame on both sides*

Alu decorative frame 
only outside /2

Alu decoration only outside /2

3181 3183

31713182

*in wood-alu version only outside *in wood-alu version only outside

*in wood-alu version only outside

*in wood-alu version only outside

P R e m I u m  c l a s s i c o 6969
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1
1

32

4

1

2 3

4

f110 f120 f130 f140

PREMIUM StANdARd EqUIPMENtStANdARd EqUIPMENt premium

ALUMINIUM
WOOD–ALU  

WOOD 

View outside 
din right

View outside 
din right

Wood variation and wood colour: 
Spruce 

Colour white 
ral 9016 gloss

Colour white 
ral 9016 matte

Safety rosette cylinder outside
in stainless steel matte

P I R N A R  p r e m i u m7070
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9
9

7

65 65

65

9

7 8

8a

8A

8

Safety profile cylinder
art. 6515 with free-wheel 
function and 5 keys

Three 3-part adjustable hinges
baka protect 4048

PREMIUM StANdARd EqUIPMENt

Three 3-part adjustable hinges 
baka protect 3D

View inside
din right

View inside
din right

ALUMINIUM WOOD–ALU
WOOD

For
profile  
systems 
HA100 
HA120 
HA135 
HA150 
H80 
H100

 Stainless steel handle  
art. 6039 with cylinder rosette  
art. 6007 inside

Three 2-part 3D adjustable 
hinges in door colour

vk3
3-point safety lock with 
2 solid hooks

P I R N A R  p r e m i u m 7171
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The owner of a Premium entrance 
takes pleasure in a product that is 
planned, designed and crafted to the 
highest requirements. What is the 
secret recipe that similar products 
cannot equal?

The aim of the Premium entrance 

designers and craftsmen is not to 

beat similar products but to surpass 

themselves.

They therefore manage to improve 

what is already regarded as ultimate or 

unattainable. Their designs continue to 

enchant admirers of beauty, while the 

powerful door reassures those who love 

safety. Simple and perfectly safe opening 

and unlocking is perfect for members of 

the family. Every entrance is a unique, 

handcrafted masterpiece, supported by 

certificates and guarantees of excellence.

Captivates architects. Fascinates lovers of 

beauty. Amazes technologists. Delights the 

owner. Guaranteed.

stANDARD
A 3-seAl 
profile system 
premium

gUARANtEE of ExcEllENcE

eXceptional  
thermal 
insulation 
from

0,67
W/(m2K)

STANDARD BOTH SIDES OVERLAID  
A DOOR SASH WITH CARBON STRENGHTHENING

▶ 3 - seal system

▶
door leaf thickness

90 mm

▶ triple glazing

▶ glass motif sandblasted 
(optional)

▶ eXtended thermal insulating 
zone 40 mm

▶ thermal insulated black
pvc threshold

▶
both sides overlaid  
a door sash with carbon 
strenghthening

wARMth 
coUPlEd 
wIth 
StRENgth

A substantially stronger 
frame makes it clear that 
the people who live here 
are not afraid. The frame 
is extremely stiff and firm 
owing to its thickness and 
special construction.

P I R N A R  p r e m i u m7272



gUARANtEE of ExcEllENcE

UNcoMPRoMISINg 
gUARdIAN

The top of the Premium offers: the 
exceptional thickness and insulation, the 
fourfold glazing and the fourfold tightness. 
The perfect masterpiece to make you proud.

▶ 4 - seal system

▶ door leaf thickness 105 mm

▶ 4-fold thermal insulating 
glass

▶ glass motif sandblasted 
(optional)

▶ eXtended thermal insulating 
zone 40 mm

▶ thermal insulated black pvc 
threshold 

▶
both sides overlaid  
a door sash with carbon 
strenghthening

oPtIoN
A 4-seAl 
profile system 
premium

premium AlUMINIUM PRofIlE SyStEMS

STANDARD OpT ION

OpT IONSTANDARD

OpT ION

PREMIUM 95 PREMIUM 105

PREMIUM 140

PREMIUM 125

soft flush

contourflush

contour

eXceptional  
thermal 
insulation 
from

0,61
W/(m2K)

PREMIUM 90

STANDARD BOTH SIDES OVERLAID  
A DOOR SASH WITH CARBON STRENGHTHENING

P I R N A R  p r e m i u m 7373



Chinchilla

Master Ligne Master Point

Waves Clear Space Clear

Master Carre Master Lens

Silvit white

Satinato white

Uadi white Marmo white

Clear glass  
motif sandblasted

Pave white

Clear glass

Satinato glass 
motif sandblasted

Parsol grey

Gussantik white

Parsol brown

Parsol grey 
motif sandblasted

GROUP A STANDARD

GROUP B OpT ION GROUP C OpT ION

glAzINg

Cathedral white

Parsol brown  
motif sandblasted

P I R N A R  p r e m i u m7676



Night Sky Gloss Night Sky Matte

Night Storm MatteNight Storm Gloss

African Mystery Gloss African Mystery Matte

Ivory Gloss

GROUP G GROUP M 

Groups G and M only available in the series Premium Pure. 

Glasses from the group G and M are opaque.

STAINED GLASS 

glAzINg

The glass-processing techniques may result in minor structuralRAL  
and colour variations.

P I R N A R  p r e m i u m 7777



STANDARD

coloURS foR AlUMINIUM

White  
ral 9016 gloss

White 
ral 9016 matte

COLOUR GROUP P1

RAL 1013 matte

ral 7004 matte

ral 8014 matte

ral 7035 matte

ral 3000 matte

ral 7012 matte

ral 8016 matte

ral 5002 matte

ral 7037 matte

ral 3003 matte

ral 7016 matte

ral 9005 matte

ral 6005 matte

ral 7040 matte

ral 3004 matte

ral 7001 matte

ral 8003 matte

ral 9006

90147

fs 8019

70161

fs Quarz 1

ral 9007

Marrone 10

fs 3004

70784

fs Quarz 2

65650

Verde 40

80077

fs Oxyde 3

70105

fs 9016

10797

fs Oxyde 4

90146

fs 7016

Golden Oak Cherry

Oregon

Dark Oak

Black Oak

COLOUR GROUP P4
(all other colours from  
the Tiger colour chart)

White Spruce

fs 9005

ral 9010 matte

COLOUR GROUP P2 COLOUR GROUP P3

The surfaces of Pimar entrance doors are exceptionally colour-con-
sistent, which is achieved with a special electrostatic powder coa-
ting on a pre-chromated base. The paint is based on the ral rg 631 
quality standard. There are specified visual observation guidelines 
(viewing distance 5 m from the outside or 3 m from the inside).
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F F F

L L
L

FL FL

FL

3246 | 750 mm 

3248 | 950 mm 

3250 | 1150 mm 

3252 | 1350 mm 

3254 | 1500 mm 

3256 | 1700 mm 

3258 | 1800 mm 

3226 | 750 mm 

3228 | 950 mm 

3230 | 1150 mm 

3232 | 1350 mm 

3234 | 1500 mm 

3236 | 1700 mm 

3238 | 1800 mm 

9007 

950 mm 

9008 
1350 mm  

f 
Outside handle 
prepared for finger 
scanner (without 
finger scanner)

l 
Outside handle with 
led illumination

hANdlES

fl 
Outside handle 
prepared for finger 
scanner (without 
finger scanner) and  
with led illumination

f 
Outside handle 
prepared for finger 
scanner (without 
finger scanner)

l 
Outside handle with 
led illumination
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9201 

600 mm

9208 

600 mm

9202 

420 mm

9204 

410 mm9606    

9605

9618fl6059

9613fl 9614fl

G B

G B

G B

L

L

L L

LL

FL

FL

FL FL

FL

F

F

F F

F

G Outside handle in gold effect
b Outside handle in bronze effect

hANdlES

3002 | 320 mm 

3004 | 550 mm 

3006 | 750 mm 

3008 | 950 mm 

3010 | 1150 mm 

3012 | 1350 mm 

3014 | 1500 mm 

3016 | 1800 mm 

3018 | 2000 mm 

3020 | on request

3202 | 350 mm 

3204 | 550 mm 

3206 | 750 mm 

3208 | 950 mm 

3210 | 1150 mm 

3212 | 1350 mm 

3214 | 1500 mm 

3216 | 1800 mm 

3218 | 2000 mm 

3220 | on request

9009 
550 mm  

9205 
550 mm  
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G B

StAINlESS StEEl PRotEctIVE tRIMINSIdE hANdlES

G B Optional: handle  
in gold or bronze effect

6047

Handle coated in door colour 

6060 

Inside handle with cylinder function + L (led)

6060L

 

6438 | matte 6438L | matte with led illumination

6275 | matte 6266 | matte

6444L | matte with led illumination
6445L | glossy with led illumination

6203L | matte with led illumination

6444 | matte
6445 | glossy

6021

6022

6023

6024

6028

6057

6058

6057L 

Inside handle with led illumination 

6058L

 

6203 | matte
6203G | matte in gold effect
6203B | matte in bronze effect
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STAINLESS STEEL SCRATCH PROTECTION

6268 | matte 6011 | matte
6012 | glossy

6019 | matte with led illumination  

6020 |  glossy with led illumination 

Scratch protection prepared for Arte finger scanner 
available only for wood-alu and wood models

6269 | matte 6014 | matte

6001 | matte
6002 | glossy  
6015 | matte with led illumination  
6016 |  glossy with led illumination
Scratch protection prepared for Arte finger scanner
available only for alu models
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6505

VE2_k  
Thumbturn cylinder with 
safety card and 5 keys 

6504

VE2_S  
Safety profile cylinder with 
free-wheel function, safety 
card and 5 keys 

6517

VE3_S  
Safety profile cylinder with 
free-wheel function, safety 
card and 5 reversible keys 

6518

VE3_k 
Thumbturn cylinder with 
safety card and 5 reversible 
keys 

6501

VE1_k  
Thumbturn cylinder  
with 5 keys 

6515

VE1_S  
Safety cylinder with ng and 
fl function and 5 keys

6213

Electric strike with 
day-night function 

locKINg SyStEMS

6250

Vk 5 DO 
5-point locking system 
with 3 solid hooks and 
slot-opening, with inside 
stainless steel turning knob 
and round rosette 

 
6248

With inside turning knob, 
white 

 
6249

With inside turning knob, 
anodised 

6246

Vk 5 
5-point locking  
system with 4  
solid hooks 

6295

Blue Motion automatic 
3-point locking system 
with 2 solid hooks (with 
electric strike and day-night 
function) 
 
only with antipanic fzg 
cylinder 

6234

AV3 Automatic 
3-point locking system 
with 2 solid hooks (with 
electric strike and day-night 
function) 

 
6367

EAV3 Electro - automatic 
3-point locking system  
with 2 solid hooks  
(with electric strike and 
day-night function) 
 

FL function = free-wheel function / NG function - double-sided locking option 
= emergency key function
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6352

Integra finger scanner with Bluetooth App and eav3 lock

6279A

Keypad on the door frame

6313

Integra finger scanner with Bluetooth App and  
Blue Motion lock

6279B

Keypad on the door leaf

AccESS SyStEMS

ARTE fINGER SCANNER

INTEGRA fINGER SCANNER kEyPAD

only with electric strike and power supply
12V or motorised locking system; not
available with av3 or vk 5 do lock

6354

Arte finger scanner with eav3 lock 

6361

Arte finger scanner with Blue Motion lock

Arte finger scanner discreetly on a door leaf, handle or 
hidden in the scratch protection.
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0100  → 45 0111 → 55 0120 → 50 0130 → 31 0140 → 30 0141 → 43 0160 → 39 0167 → 35 0180 → 29

1370 → 50 1401 → 48 1571 → 53 1621 → 53

1700 → 48 1711 → 51

6005 → 19 6006 → 17 6007 → 18
6009 → 19

6010 → 25 6011 → 24 6012 → 26 6013 → 17

6014 → 26 6015 → 27 6016 → 27

1671 → 43 1682 → 491673 → 48

6017 → 20

6019 → 20 6021 → 236018 → 21

 premium 
OPTICO

 premium 
OPTICO PuRe

6022 → 22

6023 → 24 1791 → 49 1821 → 49 1840 → 451720 → 53 1850 → 41 1860 → 38 1882 → 46 1885 → 46 1890 → 54 1900 → 40

1131 → 45 1140 → 40 1340 → 55

1010 → 41 1015 → 34 1031 → 42 1033 → 42 1081 → 441040 → 36

1110 → 47 1631 → 55

1641 → 36 1661 → 40 1662 → 37 1665 → 33 1667 → 33

6024 → 23

0170 → 29

1001 → 41 1002 → 41 1020 → 35 1050 → 44

1350 → 30
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2380 → 44 2480 → 47

2501 → 53 2521 → 47

1971 → 30

2311 → 54 2341 → 421980 → 52 1991 → 32

3121 → 61

3220 → 63

3015 → 66 3110 → 593031 → 66 3042 → 66 3050 → 61 3080 → 66 3100 → 63

3240 → 63
3250 → 59 3260 → 59 3270 → 58

3280 → 59

3170 → 68 3171 → 69 3181 → 69 3182 → 69

3200 → 60 3210 → 623183 → 69

3130 → 63 3142 → 65 3145 → 653141 → 60

3290 → 64
3300 → 67 3310 → 57 3320 → 57 3330 → 57

 premium 
CLASSICO

1915 → 55 1920 → 51 1950 → 38 1960 → 31 1970 → 51

Models, suitable for higher dimensions.  
Option GRANDE is available for the ALUMINIUM entrances.
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fEEl It.

No picture or story can prepare you for the experi-
ence of standing before a Pirnar Premium entrance.
How will your visitors and neighbours feel?

They will be in awe. Pirnar Premium knows how 
to win people over at first sight. Admire these 
masterpieces in person and feel their surfaces and
edges under your fingertips.

Visit the nearest Pirnar entrance showroom
today.
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Pirnar models are protected by copyright. We reserve the right to changes and errors in prices, text and technical description 
without prior notice. Pictures are symbolic and do not always reflect actual condition entirely. Variations in colour are pos-
sible due to the technical printing process. Colours should be checked using the RAL colour chart. Wood is a natural product. 
The individual parts of the work can show color differences despite the same kind of wood. Even a treatment with glazes  can 
sometimes not eliminate this peculiarity. The resulting color differences must be tolerated as well as deviations from color 
patterns.

Edition 01 / 2017

michele
Logo



Pirnar d.o.o. 
Bravničarjeva ulica 20 
SI-1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia
T +386 1 777 39 43
f +386 1 563 39 01
e sales@pirnar.si
www.pirnar.co.uk




